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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE: September 30, 2015
Alexandria, VA – Allied Defense Industries, Inc. (ADI), an AMS Group Company
specializing in supply chain management and spare parts distribution for military and
aerospace applications, has been appointed as an exclusive distributor for Ultra
Electronics Precision Air & Land Systems (PALS). ADI will provide worldwide support for
Ultra’s OEM equipment in service on a range of platforms, including the C-130, AH-64,
CH-47, NH-90 and AV8B aircraft.
The exclusive distributor agreement was signed last week at DSEI (the World’s leading
defense and security event) in London by Mr. Mike Clayton, MD, Ultra Electronics PALS
and Mr. Tim Gale, President and CEO, AMS Group, Inc. The new agreement will ensure
long-term support of in-service equipment and further strengthen Ultra Electronics PALS
position as a leading supplier of critical technology for Defense and Aerospace systems,
by leveraging ADI’s leadership as a provider of integrated and innovative supply chain
solutions.
About Ultra Electronics PALS: Ultra Electronics PALS is part of the Ultra Electronics
Group. The group manages a portfolio of specialist capabilities, generating highlydifferentiated solutions and products in the Defense & Aerospace, Security & Cyber,
Transport and Energy markets, by applying electronic and software technologies in
demanding and critical environments to meet customer needs.
About Allied Defense Industries, Inc. (ADI): ADI operates as a key member of the AMS
Group Logistics Division. ADI is an ISO 9001:2008 registered military distributor
specializing in supply chain management and the provision of logistics, including
aftermarket spare parts to the U.S. Department of Defense, major prime contract
holders/OEM’s, and foreign military agencies. ADI has provided logistics support to
international military buying activities and their prime contractors for over 34 years.
AMS Group is a diverse group of established companies providing innovative
technologies and logistics support services to US and international customers in defense
and security markets.
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